Carl Jung Theory Course and Video Show

Synchronicity is an ever present reality for those who have eyes to see. ~ Carl Jung

Intro to Carl Jung

The Hero Archetype

Anima - Animus

The Shadow Within

"We are so captivated by and entangled in our subjective consciousness that we have forgotten the age-old fact that God speaks chiefly through dreams and visions."

Carl Jung [1875-1961]

DARK PSYCHOLOGY
The Power of Dreams

Desi + Jung on Theory

Desi + Carl Jung on New Science
"Until you make the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life and you will call it fate."

~ Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961)
Swiss psychotherapist and psychiatrist

We are not as Jung as we used to be

Contentment in the Moment

Jester, Clown or Fool

List of Archetypes

Castrating Bitch

Warriors v Freezers
Carl Jung Theory Course and Video Show

Liberals v Conservatives

Rebel without a Clue  Nun with None
Just extreme Archetypes

Gangs are the New Tribes
Disney uses Archetypes

**Intro to Jung**

**Jungian Clown, Jester, Fool**

**Jungian Hero**

**Desi and Carl Jung**

We are not as Jung as we Used to be - The Shadow

**Respect for authority**

Archetypes Extremes Respect for authority Conservative v Liberal

We are not as Jung as we used to be Contentment in the Moment

We are not as Jung as we used to be Contentment in the Moment

**Tribe v Loner**

**Caregiver v Rebel**

**Disney Jungian Archetypes**

**Warriors v Freezers**
Carl Jung Theory Course and Video Show

Archetypes Various

Anima Animus

The End of Extremism

Carl Jung and Desire’ prove the powers of the mind and Talk about the Diversity of People thru their List of Archetypes

History of IMUNE

Castrating Bitch

Brother sun sister moon clip

Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakens.

- Carl Jung

Knowledge rests not upon truth alone, but upon error also.

- Carl Jung

“One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness conscious.”

C.G. Jung

"Man Needs Difficulties to be Healthy"

- Carl Jung

"We at IMUNE Agree, Carl"

Desire 'Dubouret
I am not as Jung as I used to be

Carl Jung and his ideas of the Collective Unconscious

Access IMUNE Jungian Psychology Course